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INTRODUCTION

The "conflicts revolution" has been described by one prominent ju-
rist as a "legal reform [that] miscarried."' Even before the revolution,
the most famous American writer on torts, William Prosser, described
the field as a "dismal swamp."2 The revolution, however, has many
defenders. 3 We can save for another day the grand question of
whether the conflicts revolution has been a net societal benefit. The
rather more modest scope of this essay is its impact in Nebraska.

The conflicts revolution substituted for the relatively hard-and-
fast, result-blind rules of the common law a more nuanced "approach"
to choice-of-law problems. For instance, the common-law rule for tort
choice of law is the lex loci delicti (if one prefers Latin) or the law of
the place of the wrong (if one prefers English). This rule and others
like it were enshrined in the First Restatement of Conflicts reported
by Harvard professor Joseph Beale and published by the American
Law Institute in 1934. 4 Up through the early 1960s, U.S. courts
therefore almost always applied the law of the state in which the
plaintiff was injured even if nothing else of significance connected that
state with the case and the injury state's rule completely denied
recovery.

5

Thought to represent a "mechanical" jurisprudence, the First Re-
statement was under academic attack from its birth by proponents of
a more modern and "progressive" legal philosophy. 6 By the 1950s and
1960s, the attacks from prominent professors became more frequent

1. RICHARD A. POSNER, THE PROBLEMS OF JURISPRUDENCE 429 (1990).
2. William Prosser, Interstate Publication, 51 MICH. L. REV. 959, 971 (1953).
3. See, for example, the various contributions in Choice of Law: How It Ought to

Be, 48 MERCER L. REV. 623-916 (1997).
4. RESTATEMENT (FIRST) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 377 (1934). See also JOSEPH BEALE,

A TREATISE ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS (1935) (defending the "vested rights" analytical
foundations of the First Restatement).

5. Alabama Great S. R.R. Co. v. Carroll, 11 So. 803 (Ala. 1892).
6. See, e.g., David Cavers, A Critique of the Choice of Law Problem, 47 HARV. L.

REV. 173, 194 (1933) (criticizing traditional conflicts methodology for its use of"jurisdic-
tion selecting rules"); Walter W. Cook, The Logical and Legal Bases of Conflict of Laws,
33 YALE L.J. 457 (1924) (offering legal realism's critique of conventional conflicts
principles).
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and detailed. 7 Essentially their contention was that a system that
was, in Cardozo's phrase, "blind to final causes"s could not do justice.
Rather, the revolutionaries argued, a conflicts system should take ac-
count of the content and purposes of the rules in conflict. In Professor
Currie's influential formulation, the competing "state interests"
should be evaluated. Currie argued that some apparent conflicts were
actually "false conflicts" because although the rules nominally con-
flicted, only one state really had an interest that would be furthered
by application of its law.

The judicial levee holding back the revolutionary river broke in
1963 with the New York Court of Appeals' decision in Babcock v. Jack-
son.9 Babcock was Currie's paradigmatic "false conflict."10 The plain-
tiff Georgia Babcock, a New Yorker, was on a weekend auto excursion
north to Ontario with her friends the Jacksons, also New Yorkers. 1

Allegedly, Mr. Jackson negligently drove the car off the road while
they were in Ontario. 12 Miss Babcock was injured and sued Jackson
in a New York state court. New York law allowed recovery on a show-
ing of negligence; Ontario had a guest statute that denied recovery. 13

The place-of-the-injury rule pointed to application of Ontario's rule,
but New York's high court ruled that its own tort rule would apply.
Though the opinion offered several rationales, chief among them was
that while New York had an "interest" in seeing Miss Babcock fairly
compensated, Ontario had no interest in the application of its rule
given that neither an Ontario driver nor an Ontario insurer was in-
volved.14 The court was quick to point out that the calculus would be
different if the question were application of an Ontario rule that di-
rectly regulated conduct, such as a speed limit or rule of the road, but
with a rule of loss distribution or allocation the court could discern no
reason to apply the Canadian province's rule. 15

7. The most influential formulation is that of Currie in his book collecting his law
review articles from the late 1950s and early 1960s. See BRAINERD CURRIE, SELECTED
ESSAYS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS (1963). Another prominent commentator of the time
was Robert A. Leflar, whose list of five choice-influencing considerations has attracted
some judicial support. See, e.g, Milkovich v. Saari, 203 N.W.2d 408 (Minn. 1973)
(adopting Leflar's test).

8. BENJAMIN N. CARDozo, THE PARADOXES OF LEGAL SCIENCE 68 (1928).
9. 191 N.E.2d 279 (N.Y. 1963).

10. See BRAINERD CURRIE, SELECTED ESSAYS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAws 183-84
(1963).

11. Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279, 280 (N.Y. 1963).
12. Babcock, 191 N.E.2d at 280.
13. Id. at 280.
14. Id. at 284.
15. Id. "[Ilt is appropriate to look to the law of the place of the tort so as to give

effect to that jurisdiction's interest in regulating conduct within its borders, and it
would be almost unthinkable to seek the applicable rule in the law of some other place."
Id. See also Padula v. Lilarn Props. Corp., 644 N.E.2d 1001, 1002 (N.Y. 1994) ("distinc-
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The intervening four decades have seen about 40 of the 50 states,
including Nebraska, 16 follow New York's lead and abandon the First
Restatement. Many, again including Nebraska, have turned to the
Second Restatement of Conflicts, published in 1971, which was an ef-
fort to synthesize the newer academic and judicial theories. 17 The Ne-
braska courts, therefore, have for the last couple of decades found
themselves foot soldiers in the conflicts revolution.

Maybe, however, it's time for a few rules to re-emerge. As a prac-
tical matter, busy judges and practicing lawyers who face choice-of-
law issues irregularly have neither the time nor the inclination to sift
through the "mismash" of theories now in play.' 8 Although the con-
flicts revolution, as implemented in Nebraska and elsewhere, has had
the felicitous effect of rejecting some of the blunderbuss, over-broad
rules of the First Restatement, it may be possible now to synthesize
some narrower rules or near rules. My goal in this essay is to review
the post-revolutionary Nebraska conflicts decisions in several fields
and suggest synthesized rules to guide future decisions.

THE GRADUAL CHANGE

In many states, the break from a traditional conflicts regime was
clear and came in a clearly identifiable case.' 9 The Nebraska Su-
preme Court, however, began citing the Second Restatement as early
as 1967 when that work was still in its tentative form.20 These early
citations to the Second Restatement did not, however, involve choice-
of-law theory directly. Rather, the provisions cited were on more col-
lateral matters such as defining the term "domicile,"2 1 liability of

tion must be made between a choice-of-law analysis involving standards of conduct and
one involving the allocation of losses").

16. See Crossley v. Pac. Employers Ins. Co., 198 Neb. 26, 251 N.W.2d 383 (1977)
(citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 146 (1971)). See also EUGENE
SCOLES, PETER HAY, PATRICK BORCHERS, & SYMEON SYMEONIDES, CONFLICT OF LAWS 72
(4th ed. 2004) (listing 40 states plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico as having
abandoned the lex loci delicti rule). Most of those defecting from the traditional rule
opted to follow the Second Restatement. Id. at 73-74.

17. See generally Jeffrey Shaman, The Vicissitudes of Choice of Law: The Restate-
ment (First, Second) and Interest Analysis, 45 BUFF. L. REV. 329 (1997).

18. William A. Reppy, Jr., Eclecticism in Choice of Law: Hybrid Method or Mis-
mash?, 34 MERCER L. REV. 645 (1983).

19. See, e.g., Reich v. Purcell, 432 P.2d 727, 730 (Cal. 1967); Babcock v. Jackson,
191 N.E.2d 279, 285 (N.Y. 1963).

20. See Mounts v. Mounts, 181 Neb. 542, 544, 149 N.W.2d 435, 437 (1967).
21. Mounts, 181 Neb. at 544, 149 N.W.2d at 437; see also State ex. rel. Frasier v.

Whaley, 194 Neb. 703, 234 N.W.2d 909 (1975); Loveall v. Loveall, 188 Neb. 457, 459-60,
197 N.W.2d 381, 383 (1972); Stucky v. Stucky, 186 Neb. 636, 185 N.W.2d 656 (1971).
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partners for partnership debts, 22 and the enforceability of a sister-
state judgment.

2 3

The Nebraska high court's first citation to the Second Restate-
ment's choice-of-law provisions occurred in the odd little case of
Crossley v. Pacific Employers Ins. Co.24 Crossley, a Nebraskan, sued
his automobile insurer in a Nebraska state court. While in Colorado,
he was riding in a car driven by his stepson, which collided with an-
other car driven by a Colorado resident. 25 Plaintiff Crossley had in
effect $10,000 of uninsured motorist coverage through his insurer.2 6

He sought to recover damages from his insurer for his pain and suffer-
ing because, he maintained, the car driven by the Colorado resident
was "uninsured" within the meaning of his policy. 27

The rub was that the other car was insured; the other driver had
in effect a policy that complied with Colorado law, though the limits
would have been too low in Nebraska. 28 The plaintiff, however, con-
tended that the other car was effectively "uninsured" because under
Colorado's "no fault" law he was not entitled to recover anything be-
cause his injuries were not serious enough. The Nebraska Supreme
Court held, sensibly enough, that the plaintiff should lose.29 No ra-
tional construction of the word "uninsured" could cover an auto that is
insured as required in the state in which it is registered, insured, and
being driven.30 That observation alone was sufficient to dispose of the
case.

The reference to the Second Restatement's choice-of-law provi-
sions appeared in a brief alternative rationale offered by the court.
The court noted that even if the other car were "uninsured" within the
meaning of plaintiffs policy, his right to recover damages would have
to be judged under the tort law of Colorado, which - as we have seen -
gave him nothing.3 l The court cited section 146 of the Second Re-
statement for the proposition that "in an action for personal injury,
the local law of the state where the injury occurred governs the rights
and liabilities of the parties, unless, with respect to the particular is-

22. Horn's Crane Serv., Inc. v. Prior, 182 Neb. 94, 99, 152 N.W.2d 421, 425 (1967)
(Smith, J., dissenting).

23. Miller v. Kingsley, 194 Neb. 123, 230 N.W.2d 472 (1975).
24. 198 Neb. 26, 251 N.W.2d 383 (1977).
25. Crossley v. Pac. Employers Ins. Co., 198 Neb. 26, 27, 251 N.W.2d 383, 384-85

(1977).
26. Crossley, 198 Neb. at 27, 251 N.W.2d at 385.
27. Id. at 28, 251 N.W.2d at 385.
28. Id.
29. Id. at 30-31, 251 N.W.2d at 386.
30. Id. at 30, 251 N.W.2d at 386.
31. Id. at 30-31, 251 N.W.2d at 386.
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sue, some other state has a more significant relationship. '3 2 Reason-
ing that Colorado had the "dominant interest," the court concluded
plaintiffs right to recover, if any, must be judged by that state's
laws.

33

Crossley was at most an ambiguous signal regarding Nebraska's
conflicts theory. First, the reference to choice of law was probably dic-
tum given that no amount of stretching of the policy would allow it to
reach this claim. Second, to the extent that the decision said anything
about choice-of-law principles, those principles were consistent with
the place-of-the-injury rule that was well entrenched before Crossley.

A seed, however, had been planted. A year later, in Shull v. Dain,
Kalman & Quail, Inc.,34 the Nebraska Supreme Court faced a con-
tract that had connections with both Nebraska and Minnesota. The
interest rate charged by the contract was legal in Minnesota but one
percent in excess of the maximum allowed under Nebraska law.3 5

The First Restatement rule regarding the validity of a contract
pointed to the law of the state of the making of the contract. 3 6 The
court repeated this general formulation, but then proceeded directly to
the Second Restatement's "most significant relationship" test.3 7 Slid-
ing further away from a traditional conflicts approach, the Nebraska
high court then applied section 203 of the Second Restatement, which
was essentially a "rule of validation" of contracts against a defense of
usury.38 As long as a contract has a "substantial relationship" with a
state that would allow the rate, and the rate is not "greatly in excess"
of the rate allowed in the state with the most significant relationship,
the contract is valid under Section 203. Because the rate was valid
under the law of Minnesota, a state with an undeniably "substantial"
relationship to the contract given that it was the locus of the creditor's
principal office, and because the rate was at most one percent in ex-
cess of Nebraska's allowed rate, the Nebraska Supreme Court refused
to sustain the defense.

The journey was not complete, however, until almost a decade
later. In Harper v. Silva,3 9 the question was whether the Nebraska

32. Id. at 30, 251 N.W.2d at 386 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS

§ 146 (1971)).
33. Id. at 30-31, 251 N.W.2d at 386.
34. 201 Neb. 260, 267 N.W.2d 517 (1978).
35. Shull v. Dain, Kalman & Quail, Inc., 201 Neb. 260, 263, 267 N.W.2d 517, 519

(1978).
36. Shull, 201 Neb. at 263-64, 267 N.W.2d at 519-20.
37. Id. at 264-65, 267 N.W.2d at 520 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF

LAWS § 188 (1971)).
38. Id. at 265-66, 267 N.W.2d at 520 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF

LAWS § 203 (1971)).
39. 224 Neb. 645, 399 N.W.2d 826 (1987).
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Excess Liability Fund could be liable for the medical practice of a doc-
tor licensed in both Nebraska and Kansas. The doctor, a Nebraska
resident, treated a Kansas patient at a Kansas facility. In concluding
that the Fund could not be liable on these facts, the Nebraska Su-
preme Court, citing Crossley, observed that "Nebraska appears to fol-
low the approach of Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws .... ,,40

So Nebraska follows the Second Restatement of Conflicts. As a
practical matter, however, describing a state as a "Second Restate-
ment" state tells one little about how actual cases are decided. 4 1

Many states that purport to follow the Second Restatement lean heav-
ily on its general sections even when there are specific sections that
are directly applicable to the matter.4 2 Dean Symeonides has fa-
mously observed that of all the things that might be relevant to a
court's decisions in a conflicts matter, among the least significant is
the conflicts theory that it purportedly follows. 43 So while there are
reasons to be skeptical about the project of synthesizing a state's
choice-of-law methodology, we may be able to identify some rules that
can be written in black letters, even if they are not entirely free from
ambiguity in their application. In each of the following major catego-
ries I will endeavor to state rules (perhaps with exceptions or qualifi-
ers) and then explain how they fit the Nebraska case law.

TORTS

Tort Rule: In tort cases in which the parties or events are
connected with more than one State,4 4 the law of the State in
which the plaintiff is injured governs.

Tort Exception # 1: If the laws of the connected States con-
flict as to an issue of loss distribution and each party con-
testing that issue is domiciled (or, in the case of a business
entity, has its principal place of business) in the same State

40. Harper v. Silva, 224 Neb. 645, 647, 399 N.W.2d 826, 828 (1987).
41. Stewart E. Sterk, The Marginal Relevance of Choice of Law Theory, 142 U. PA.

L. REV. 949, 974 (1994) (stating "a court can reach virtually any result in any choice of
law case and find some support for the result in the Second Restatement").

42. See, e.g., In the Matter of the Arbitration Between Allstate Ins. Co. and Stolarz,
613 N.E.2d 936 (N.Y. 1993) (resolving an insurance contract conflicts issue solely by
reference to the general contracts section and ignoring specific provisions on insurance
contracts); see also Patrick J. Borchers, Courts and the Second Conflicts Restatement:
Some Observations and an Empirical Note, 56 MD. L. REV. 1232 (1997) (documenting
that citations to the Second Restatement's general sections are much more common
than to its specific ones).

43. Symeon C. Symeonides, The Judicial Acceptance of the Second Conflicts Re-
statement: A Mixed Blessing, 56 MD. L. REV. 1248, 1263 (1997).

44. Throughout, where I use "State" this means both states of the United States as
well as foreign countries and state-like subdivisions of foreign countries, such as Cana-
dian provinces.
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and that State is not the injury State, the law of the State of
the contesting parties' common domicile (or principal place of
business) governs as to the contested issue. 4 5 For purposes of
Exception # 1, "the same State" includes States that are dis-
tinct but have identical laws on the issue being contested.

Tort Exception # 2: If the injury and the conduct causing
the injury occur in different States, and the laws of those
States differ as to an issue of conduct regulation, the law of the
State in which the conduct occurred applies.

Actually, this suggested tort rule and the first exception are not
original. I proposed them in 1999 to explain the New York cases, 46

and others have employed them to explain the "revolutionary" case
law.47 It is, moreover, basically the rule that has been adopted in a
host of modern conflicts codifications both in the U.S. and abroad. 48

The second exception is a slight variation on the theme. And, as we
shall see, the Rule and Exceptions do a nice job of explaining the Ne-
braska cases.

Tort law was the most prominent battleground of the conflicts
revolution for several reasons. First, the stakes were often high as
conflicting rules could mean the difference between life and death for
a substantial claim.4 9 Second, the lex loci delicti rule was one of those
most open to criticism on the grounds that it might depend on random
events such as air currents sweeping a distressed plane or its wreck-
age across a state line.50 Third, the lex loci delicti rule had long been
open to manipulation by re-characterizing clearly substantive issues

45. The better rule appears to be that it is the party's domicile or place of business
at the time of the underlying events, rather than at the time of suit, that controls. The
only Nebraska case to confront this problem seems to have taken this view. See Powell
v. Am. Charter Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 245 Neb. 551, 557, 514 N.W.2d 326, 332 (1994).
A good deal of ink has been spilled on the effect of post-event moves by parties, but the
sparse case law seems to generally support the notion that subsequent moves should be
ignored. See, e.g., Schultz v. Boy Scouts of Am., Inc., 480 N.E.2d 679 (N.Y. 1985).

46. Patrick J. Borchers, Survey: Conflict of Laws, 49 SYRACUSE L. REV. 333, 347
(1999).

47. See, e.g., Peter Herzog, The "Conflict of Laws Revolution" in New York-and
Where Did It Leave Us?, 50 SYRACUSE L. REV. 1279, 1313 (2000).

48. See, e.g., LA. CIV. CODE art. 3544 (West Supp. 2005); Symeon C. Symeonides,
Tort Conflicts and Rome II: A View from Across, in Festschrift fir Erik Jayme 935
(2004) (explaining Puerto Rico, Quebec, Switzerland, Germany, Hungary, Poland, Italy,
and Portugal have all adopted a common residence, domicile, or nationality exception to
the basic principle of lex loci).

49. See, e.g., Reich v. Purcell, 432 P.2d 727, 730 (Cal. 1967); Babcock v. Jackson,
191 N.E.2d 279, 280 (N.Y. 1963).

50. See, e.g., Friedrich K. Juenger, Mass Disasters and the Conflict of Laws, 1989
U. ILL. L. REV. 105, 111 (1989).
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as procedural 51 or by an expansive use of the "public policy" exception
to refuse application of undesirable foreign rules. 5 2

Despite all the metaphysical language of "interests" and "signifi-
cart relationships" and "contacts," the case law has really boiled down
to a "common domicile" exception to the lex loci delicti rule, and then
only for issues of loss allocation. The most significant Nebraska tort
conflicts decision is Malena v. Marriott International, Inc.5 3 In that
case, a husband and wife, both Nebraskans, were vacationing in San
Francisco, California at a Marriott hotel when the wife reached under
a nightstand and was stuck by a discarded hypodermic needle.5 4 They
sued Marriott in a Nebraska state court on a negligence theory for
failing to remove the needle when cleaning the room and recovered
over $200,000. 55 The trial court had instructed the jury on Nebraska's
theory of so-called "parasitic" damages (essentially the emotional dis-
tress for fear of having contracted AIDS), which was more generous
than California's law, which required a showing that it was "more
likely than not" that the plaintiff had actually been exposed to the
virus.

5 6

On appeal, the Nebraska Supreme Court held that California's
law should apply. The court began by looking to section 146 of the
Second Restatement, which instructs that the law of the place of the
injury applies unless another state has a "more significant relation-
ship to the parties and the occurrence .... -157 Referring to the connect-
ing factors generally employed by the Second Restatement-the place
of the injury, the place of the injury-causing conduct, the residences of
the parties, and the place of their relationship-the court observed
that only the plaintiffs' domicile pointed to Nebraska.58

The Nebraska Supreme Court also ventured into tort choice of
law in two cases mentioned above: Crossley v. Pacific Employers Ins.
Co. 59 and Harper v. Silva.60 Crossley and Harper were, like Malena,
split domicile cases involving loss allocating rules with the tortious
conduct occurring in another state. In those cases, the court, in dic-

51. See, e.g., Grant v. McAuliffe, 264 P.2d 944 (Cal. 1953) (stating the issue of sur-
vival of tort liability characterized as "procedural").

52. See, e.g., Kilberg v. Northeast Airlines, Inc., 172 N.E.2d 526 (N.Y. 1961) (ex-
plaining Massachusetts' limitation on wrongful death liability violates New York's pub-
lic policy favoring full compensation).

53. 264 Neb. 759, 651 N.W.2d 850 (2002).
54. Malena v. Marriot Int'l Inc., 264 Neb. 759, 760, 651 N.W.2d 850, 852 (2002).
55. Malena, 264 Neb. at 761, 651 N.W.2d at 853.
56. Id. at 762-64, 264 Neb. at 854-56.
57. Id. at 766, 264 Neb. at 856.
58. Id. at 767-68, 264 N.W.2d at 856 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF

LAws § 145 (1971)).
59. 198 Neb. 26, 251 N.W.2d 383 (1977).
60. 224 Neb. 645, 399 N.W.2d 826 (1987).
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tum, reasoned that the tort law of the injury state - Colorado and
Kansas respectively - would govern the rights and liabilities of the
parties.

6 1

The three Nebraska Supreme Court cases are certainly good evi-
dence that the general rule of applying the injury state's law remains
well in force in Nebraska. The question remains in what fact pattern
would the Nebraska Supreme Court vary from the application of the
injury state's law. Certainly the "common domicile" pattern, which
has been responsible for many of the famous modern conflicts deci-
sions, 62 is the most likely candidate. The Malena court's specific reli-
ance on the four factors of section 145 (place of injury, conduct,
residence, and relationship center) is a strong indication of this. Sup-
port too comes from the Nebraska Supreme Court's decision in Turney
v. Werner Enteprises, Inc.

6 3 In that case, the Turneys (apparently
Nebraskans) were employed by Nebraska-based Werner Enterprises
as truck drivers. They were involved in an accident in Pennsylvania
and brought a tort action against various third parties there. Later a
dispute arose between the Turneys and Werner Enterprises as to how
to credit workers' compensation payments. Notwithstanding the
Pennsylvania accident situs, the court applied Nebraska law to deter-
mine their rights and in so doing essentially applied Tort Exception #
1.64 To be sure, the court also focused on the fact that the underlying
compensation claim had been filed in Nebraska,6 5 but - at the very
least - the result in Turney is strong support for the viability of Excep-
tion # 1.

By way of illustration regarding the Tort Exceptions, imagine a
hypothetical variant of Malena in which the Malenas are traveling
with friends, also Nebraskans, to California. While in California, one
of their traveling companions negligently forgets to set the parking
brake on the rental car and Mrs. Malena is injured. Suppose, as in the
actual case, that Nebraska damage law is more generous to plaintiffs
than is California's. What law would apply on these facts?

61. It was probably dictum in Crossley because the conclusion that the policy-
holder-motorist was not "uninsured" was sufficient to decide the case. See supra notes
24 - 33 and accompanying text. It also was probably dictum in Harper because there the
issue was whether the Nebraska Excess Liability Fund was required to indemnify a
doctor admitted to practice both in Nebraska and Kansas for his malpractice in Kansas
on a Kansas resident. The Harper court appeared to conclude that Kansas tort law
would govern the underlying claim. Harper v. Silva, 224 Neb. 645, 647-48, 399 N.W.2d
826, 828 (1987).

62. See, e.g., Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279 (N.Y. 1963).
63. 260 Neb. 440, 618 N.W.2d 437 (2000).
64. Turney v. Werner Enters., Inc. 260 Neb.'440, 445, 618 N.W.2d 437, 441 (2000).
65. Turney, 260 Neb. at 445, 618 N.W.2d at 441.
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The likely answer is Nebraska law. On these facts, most of the
factors in section 145 of the Second Restatement now line up in favor
of Nebraska. The residence of all parties is now in Nebraska and their
relationship is there centered. True, the conduct and the injury still
occur in California, but that seems a much less weighty connection
given that neither party now has any substantial connection to Cali-
fornia, unlike Marriott in the actual Malena case, which had its hotel
there.

It's a little more difficult to know how some of the more subtle
variations would be handled. Suppose, to imagine a further variation,
the Malenas' traveling companions are from just over the border into
Iowa, but that Iowa has a damage rule identical to Nebraska's. What
law would apply now, the Nebraska-and-Iowa rule or the California
rule? Here again the case for applying California's law seems weak
given that essentially nothing but the location of the injury connects
the case to that state. True the Malenas and their traveling compan-
ions now live in different states, but they live in states that have made
the same policy judgment as to damage compensation. Put another
way, it seems odd to deny the Malenas the benefit of Nebraska's rule
and to allow their companions to escape the Iowa rule, simply because
of the fortuity that the accident occurred in California. It makes a
great deal more sense to apply the California rule to a defendant like
Marriott in the actual Malena case, because Marriott there had a fixed
physical location and a substantial affiliation with California. In
neither hypothetical variant does the defendant have such a connec-
tion with California.

Note here as well that in our hypothetical variants on Malena we
have been assuming the conflicting tort rules have been on issues of
loss distribution rather than on direct conduct regulation. While the
line between the two is admittedly blurry, issues like the measure of
compensatory damages for negligence fall clearly on the loss distribu-
tion side of the line. 66 Suppose, to vary Malena one more time, the
Malenas and their companions were driving down a California high-
way with one of the companions driving at a rate of 75 m.p.h., the
maximum speed allowed in Nebraska but in excess of the speed al-
lowed in the Golden State. The driving companion then causes an ac-
cident and Mrs. Malena is injured. One theory of recovery is
negligence per se because the driver was exceeding the posted speed
limit. It almost goes without saying that the Malena companion could

66. Patrick J. Borchers, The Return of Territorialism to New York's Conflicts Law:
Padula v. Lilarn Properties Corp., 58 ALB. L. REV. 775, 784-85 (1995).
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not successfully rely on the Nebraska 75 m.p.h. rule here.6 7 Rules like
speed limits that directly regulate primary conduct must be territori-
ally bounded in order to avoid chaos. 68

To turn now to lower court and federal cases employing Nebraska
conflicts law, the Tort Rule and its Exceptions do a good job of ac-
counting for the case law. First, let's consider application of the Tort
Rule and the Exceptions to issues of conduct regulation. Admittedly,
the distinction between loss distribution and conduct regulation is
only implicit in the Nebraska case law, but it appears to be a fair im-
plication. A common source of rules of conduct regulation are those
surrounding intentionally tortious behavior including rules regarding
the availability of punitive damages. Because Nebraska state law for-
bids punitive damage awards, this is a frequent source of conflicts
cases.

An excellent illustration of the importance of the distinction be-
tween loss allocation and conduct regulation is the Nebraska federal
district court's opinion in Fanselow v. Rice.69 That case arose from a
car-truck accident outside of Lincoln, Nebraska. The plaintiffs, the
driver, and the passengers in the car were Colorado residents. The
defendant truck driver was an Oregon resident and the defendant cor-
poration for which he was working was a Minnesota company. 70 With
regard to the negligence and other tort issues, the district court agreed
with the parties that Nebraska law applied.7 1 Essentially, this was
an application of the Rule stated above: the injury occurred in Ne-
braska and neither Exception # 1 (common domicile) nor Exception # 2
(conduct regulation) applied.

With respect to the application of punitive damages, the court
took a much different path. Minnesota and Oregon both permit puni-
tive damages while, as noted above, Nebraska does not.7 2 The court,
rather than focusing on Nebraska as the injury state, pointed instead
to the defendants' contacts with their home states, particularly the
corporate defendant's connection with Minnesota. 7 3 The court rea-
soned that "Minnesota has an interest in punishing Transport
America and.., both Minnesota and Oregon have an interest in deter-

67. Babcock, 191 N.E.2d at 284 (stating "[tihe issue here, however, is not whether
the defendant offended against a rule of the road prescribed by Ontario for motorists
generally or whether he violated some standard of conduct imposed by that
jurisdiction").

68. Borchers, 58 ALB. L. REV. at 785.
69. 213 F. Supp. 2d 1077 (D. Neb. 2002).
70. Fanselow v. Rice, 213 F. Supp. 2d 1077, 1078 (D. Neb. 2002).
71. Fanselow, 213 F. Supp. 2d at 1079.
72. Id. at 1081.
73. Id. at 1085.
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ring future wrongdoing by their respective resident defendants." 74

While perhaps not a perfectly literal application of Tort Exception # 2,
the court's focus, in particular, on the corporate defendant's base of
operations is consistent with it. Though the opinion does not state the
basis for the allegation of conduct warranting punitive damages, at
least with regard to the corporate defendant it seems likely that it
would have been founded on decisions (for instance, reckless hiring of
a dangerous driver) made or at least ratified in Minnesota.

Also consistent in result with Tort Exception # 2 is the Eighth
Circuit's decision in Enron Corp. v. Lawyers Title Ins. Corp.7 5 In that
case, Enron Corp. - then a Nebraska company - purchased title in-
surance through the defendant and then became embroiled in a fore-
closure action in the Virgin Islands, for which the title insurance
company refused to provide a defense. Enron then brought an action
in Nebraska federal court alleging bad faith and a breach of the policy
by failing to provide it with a defense in the Virgin Islands litiga-
tion. 7 6 An important conflicts issue was whether to apply the Virgin
Islands rule allowing punitive damages.

In an awkwardly reasoned opinion, the court decided to apply the
Nebraska rule. The court engaged in a nearly metaphysical effort to
attempt to "balance" the strength of Nebraska's rule prohibiting puni-
tive damages against the Virgin Islands' rule allowing them, and con-
cluded that Nebraska's rule was stronger.7 7 Although this balancing
act is out of place in Nebraska conflicts jurisprudence, the result cer-
tainly can be justified on the grounds that the critical decisions on
whether to provide a defense or not were probably made in Nebraska
given that this was where Enron was based and where the coverage
litigation was venued.

Another punitive damages case that admittedly cannot be
squared with Exception # 2 is Sanford v. Ektelon/Prince Sports
Group, Inc. 78 In that case, the plaintiff, a Nebraskan, was injured in
Nebraska by what he alleged were defective sports goggles that he
purchased in Massachusetts and were manufactured by a company lo-
cated there. The court applied Nebraska's law forbidding punitive
damage awards. The result actually comports with the Rule, but only
if one treats punitive damages as a question of loss allocation. How-

74. Id. at 1086.
75. 940 F.2d 307 (8th Cir. 1991).
76. Enron Corp. v. Lawyers Title Ins. Corp., 940 F.2d 307, 309-10 (8th Cir. 1991).
77. Enron Corp., 940 F.2d at 313 (stating "[t]herefore, balancing Nebraska's clear

constitutional prohibition against the Virgin Islands' adoption of the Restatement's po-
sition, we conclude that Nebraska has the most significant relationship to this case with
respect to the issue of punitive damages").

78. No. 8:97CV368, 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17458, at *1 (D. Neb. Nov. 5, 1999).
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ever, given their avowed goal of deterrence and punishment, the bet-
ter and more common approach is to treat them as a matter of conduct
regulation.

If we leave the difficult area of punitive damages to one side, how-
ever, the lower courts' treatment of conduct regulating tort rules is
actually quite consistent. Rules imposing liability for intentional torts
are probably the clearest example of conduct regulating rules. When
faced with a conflict of those rules, lower courts have been quite con-
sistent in applying the law of the place of the conduct.7 9

As to the application of the Rule and Exception # 1 to loss allocat-
ing rules, the Nebraska Supreme Court, as we have seen, has estab-
lished them with reasonable clarity. Lower court authority is
consistent in its application of them.80

Tort law was and still is the most important battleground of the
conflicts revolution. Nevertheless, with some admitted fuzzy margins,
a Rule and two Exceptions can explain Nebraska law.

CONTRACTS

Contract Rule # 1: A choice-of-law clause not subject to an
accepted contract defense (such as fraud or duress) is enforce-
able if it chooses Nebraska law. A choice-of-law clause not
subject to an accepted contract defense is enforceable if it
chooses another State's law unless either there is no reasona-
ble basis for the choice or the choice violates a fundamental
public policy of Nebraska.

Contract Rule # 2: Subject to the sub-rules below, the law
applicable to a contract without an enforceable choice-of-law
clause is that of the State in which the parties contemplated
the principal performance of the contract would occur, unless
each party contesting that issue is domiciled (or, in the case of
a business entity, has its principal place of business) in the
same State and that State is not the performance State, in
which case the law of the State of the contesting parties' com-
mon domicile (or principal place of business) governs as to the
contested issue. For purposes of Contract Rule # 2, "the same

79. See Inacom Corp. v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 254 F.3d 683 (8th Cir. 2001) (fraud);
Grassmueck v. The Am. Shorthorn Ass'n, 365 F. Supp. 2d 1042 (D. Neb. 2005) (same);
Ermer v. Case Corp., No. 8:01CV338, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15135, at *1 (D. Neb. Aug.
5, 2002) (same); Oceanic Cablevision, Inc. v. M.D. Elecs., 771 F. Supp. 1019 (D. Neb.
1991) (application of various intentional tort theories in a civil case under the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act).

80. See, e.g., Tim O'Neill Chevrolet, Inc. v. Pinkerton's, Inc., No. 8:00CV41, 2002
U.S. Dist LEXIS 10167, at *1 (D. Neb. Feb. 11, 2002) (stating Iowa tort law applies to
claim of negligence by an Iowa company when the injury occurred in Iowa).
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State" includes States that are distinct but have identical laws
on the issue being contested.

As with torts, these rules require some extrapolation from the
case law, but not a great deal. Contract Rule # 1 is relatively uncon-
troversial and easy to state. Essentially it is section 187 of the Second
Restatement of Conflicts rewritten in a Nebraska-specific manner.8 '
Nebraska courts have routinely cited and applied section 187, only
rarely invalidating choice-of-law clauses.8 2

Contract Rule # 2 requires a little more explaining. The common
law rule as applied in Nebraska focuses on the place of the intended
performance of the contract.8 3 As we saw with regard to torts, even in
the modern era the common-law rules still provide the backdrop. Con-
tract Rule # 2 is thus much in the vein of the Tort Rule and Exception
# 1. Generally, the old rule applies unless other contacts (principally
the residence or principal place of business of the parties) line up
strongly in favor of the application of another law.

Strong authority in favor of Contract Rule # 2 comes from the Ne-
braska Court of Appeals' decision in AMISUB v. Allied Property &
Cas. Ins. Co.8 4 In that case, an Iowa resident was involved in an auto
accident there, but rushed for emergency treatment to a Nebraska
hospital. The hospital claimed a lien on the tort settlement proceeds
to the Iowa resident and when the insurer refused to honor the lien
the question arose as to whether Iowa's or Nebraska's lien law ap-
plied. Invoking the Second Restatement's general contracts provision,
section 188, the court concluded that Nebraska's law applied.8 5 Es-
sentially applying Rule # 2, the court focused on the fact that the
Iowan "was treated by [the Nebraska hospital] while he was in Ne-

81. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 187 (1971). The express mention
of contract defenses does not appear in the text of the Second Restatement, but it is well
established that they can defeat a forum or law-choosing clause. See, e.g., Bonny v.
Society of Lloyd's, 3 F.3d 156, 160 n.10 (7th Cir. 1993) (considering argument that
clauses were unenforceable due to fraud).

82. See, e.g., Modern Computer Sys., Inc. v. Modem Banking Sys., Inc., 871 F.2d
734 (8th Cir. 1989) (stating clause in a franchise agreement choosing Nebraska law
enforceable); Ermer v. Case Corp., No. 8:01CV338, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15135, at *1
(D. Neb. August 5, 2002) (stating clause choosing Wisconsin law valid); Vanice v. Oehm,
247 Neb. 298, 299-302, 526 N.W.2d 648, 651-52 (1995) (stating clause purporting to
choose Missouri law regarding a Nebraska mortgage violates "settled public policy" of
Nebraska).

83. See Farm Mortgage & Loan Co. v. Beale, 113 Neb. 293, 202 N.W. 877 (1925).
The First Restatement rule actually applied the place of performance rule only if the
issue was one of performance and looked to the place of the making of the contract if the
issue was one of contractual validity. RESTATEMENT (FIRST) CONFLICT OF LAws §§ 332,
358 (1934) (employing different connecting factors for issues of validity and issues of
performance).

84. 6 Neb. Ct. App. 696, 576 N.W.2d 493 (1998).
85. AMISUB v. Allied Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 6 Neb. Ct. App. 696, 705-08, 576

N.W.2d at 501-02.
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braska .... *"86 The decision thus illustrates the basic presumption
that the place of performance of the contract applies and that there
was no reason to override it given that one of the parties (the hospital)
was based in Nebraska and the other (the insurer) was licensed to do
business in Nebraska.8 7

The "common domicile" provision is strongly supported by the Ne-
braska Supreme Court's decision in Powell v. American Charter Fed-
eral Savings & Loan Ass'n.8 8 In that case, the court considered the
validity of a contract to make a will. The court decided that it was to
be governed by Minnesota law in large part because the parties to the
contract were domiciled there when the contract was formed.8 9

As a practical matter, however, the cases covered by Contract
Rule # 2 are probably numerically the fewest. Most commercial deal-
ings are likely subject to a choice-of-law clause (and thus governed by
Contract Rule # 1) and even among those that are not, many are cov-
ered by the sub-rules discussed below.

Contract Sub-Rule # 1: Unless subject to an enforceable
choice-of-law clause, insurance contracts are governed by the
law of the State where the insured risk is principally located.

Contract Sub-Rule # 1 is really a synthesis of Sections 192 and
193 of the Second Restatement. With regard to insured risks with a
fixed location (most obviously realty), the rule is easily applied. 90

With regard to automobile insurance claims, the Sub-Rule points
to the place in which the automobile is principally garaged, not where
it happens to be when it was involved in the accident in question. This
is the holding of the Nebraska Supreme Court in the recent case of
Johnson v. United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.9 1 In that case, an
automobile garaged in Nebraska was involved in an accident in Colo-
rado with a Colorado car. Colorado law and Nebraska law conflicted
as to how to interpret the under-insured motorist clause in the pol-

86. AMISUB, 6 Neb. Ct. App. at 706-08, 576 N.W.2d at 501-02.
87. Id. at 705-06, 576 N.W.2d at 500. In an almost perfectly parallel case, the Ne-

braska federal district court applied Nebraska's lien law in favor of a Nebraska hospital
that treated a Nebraska resident injured in an accident in Kansas. See Bryan Mem'l
Hosp. v. Allied Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 163 F. Supp. 2d 1059 (D. Neb. 2001).

88. 245 Neb. 551, 514 N.W.2d 326 (1994).
89. Powell v. Am. Charter Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 245 Neb. 551, 557, 514 N.W.2d

326, 332 (1994).
90. See, e.g., Royal Ins. Co. of Am. v. Duhamel Broad. Enters., No. 8:02CV577, 2004

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10980, at *1 (D. Neb. June 16, 2004) (stating coverage for collapse of
broadcast tower located in Nebraska governed by Nebraska law); Lindsay Mfg. Co. v.
Hartford Accident & Indem. Co., 911 F. Supp. 1249 (D. Neb. 1995) (reasoning that for
environmental clean-up liability for waste site in Nebraska, Nebraska law applied),
rev'd on other grounds, 118 F.3d 1263 (8th Cir. 1997).

91. 269 Neb. 731, 696 N.W.2d 431 (2005).
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icy.9 2 Relying on Crossley,93 the insurer argued for the application of
Colorado law. The Nebraska high court, however, correctly distin-
guished Crossley's reliance on the place of the injury as going to the
underlying tort issues in the case, not the question of construction of
the insurance contract. 94 The latter, the court held, should be gov-
erned by Section 193 of the Second Restatement, which points pre-
sumptively to the place in which the automobile is garaged. Such a
rule promotes predictability, as it would be odd for the relative rights
of a policyholder and his insurance company to change each time the
policyholder crosses a state line. 95

With regard to life insurance policies, there is no direct Nebraska
authority. However, the Nebraska Supreme Court's reliance on the
specific contract provisions of the Second Restatement 9 6 suggests
strongly that it would treat the policyholder's domicile as being the
situs of the insured risk.

Contract Sub-Rule # 2: Unless subject to an enforceable
choice-of-law clause, contracts of employment and for the pro-
vision of personal services are governed by the State where
the services are to be principally performed.

Contract Sub-Rule #2 is essentially section 196 of the Second Re-
statement. In the case of Mertz v. Pharmacists Mutual Ins. Co.,9 7 the
Nebraska Supreme Court considered the enforceability of a non-com-
petition clause in an employment contract. The employer, an Iowa
company, entered into a contract with an Iowan to sell insurance in
Nebraska. The contract contained a non-competition clause purport-
ing to forbid the employee from selling insurance in Nebraska for 3
years after ceasing employment. 98 Applying section 196 of the Second
Restatement, the court concluded that Nebraska law must govern be-

92. Johnson v. United States Fid. & Guar. Co., 269 Neb. 731, 733-38, 696 N.W.2d
431, 434-37 (2005).

93. 198 Neb. 26, 251 N.W.2d 383 (1977); see supra notes 24 - 33 and accompanying
text.

94. Johnson, 269 Neb. at 733-39, 696 N.W.2d at 437-41.
95. Id. at 745-46, 696 N.W.2d at 442-43. The Nebraska Supreme Court also

reached this result in applying California law to construe a policy issued to a Califor-
nian on an automobile garaged in California in the case of Jaramillo v. Mercury Ins. Co.,
242 Neb. 223, 494 N.W.2d 335 (1993). As the court later noted in Johnson, although
Jaramillo described the conflicts rule in terms of the common law standard of lex loci
contractus, the result was consistent with the Second Restatement. See Johnson, 269
Neb. at 743-46, 696 N.W.2d at 331-32.

96. See, e.g., Johnson, 269 Neb. at 731, 696 N.W.2d at 431; Mertz v. Pharmacists
Mut. Ins. Co., 261 Neb. 704, 625 N.W.2d 197 (2001).

97. 261 Neb. 704, 625 N.W.2d 197 (2001).
98. Mertz v. Pharmacists Mut. Ins. Co., 261 Neb. 704, 706-07, 625 N.W.2d 197, 201

(2001).
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cause it was the place in which the services were principally
performed.99

As with insurance policies, this is a rule that promotes predict-
ability and fairness. The employer's alternative proposal that Iowa
law apply because that was the place in which the contract was exe-
cuted and where the employer was located would lead to some odd
results. Two salesmen, working in essentially identical jobs in Ne-
braska, might be subject to different rules regarding the enforceability
of critical terms of their contracts. It might also give companies an
incentive to locate and require execution of contracts in "haven" juris-
dictions with particularly one-sided substantive rules.

Contract Sub-Rule # 3: Unless subject to an enforceable
choice-of-law clause, a contract will be upheld against a de-
fense of usury if the interest rate complies with Nebraska law
or complies with the law of a State with which the contract has
a substantial connection and the interest rate is not greatly in
excess of the maximum rate allowed under Nebraska law.

Contract Sub-Rule # 3 is essentially the Second Restatement's
section 203 re-written in a Nebraska-specific manner. It was applied
in Shull v. Dain, Kalman & Quail, Inc.,100 in which the Nebraska Su-
preme Court upheld a contract that called for a rate one percent in
excess of the Nebraska maximum, but complied with Minnesota law, a
state also connected to the contract. Again, there are substantive jus-
tifications for the Sub-Rule. By validating most contracts, it helps
creditors with multistate businesses to avoid tripping on unusual
state rules. However, by not allowing the rate to greatly exceed the
maximum in any particular state, it diminishes the incentive of credi-
tors to locate in haven jurisdictions with unusually permissive usury
rules.

PROCEDURE

Procedural Rule: Procedural matters are governed by Ne-
braska law.

This is a clear rule and one long established by the common law,
yet notoriously difficult to apply at the edges. Some matters, such as
those covered by rules of civil procedure and evidence, that are purely
internal to the management of cases, are clearly procedural and Ne-
braska law indisputably applies. 10 1

99. Mertz, 261 Neb. at 709-10, 625 N.W.2d at 203-04.
100. 201 Neb. 260, 267 N.W.2d 517 (1978).
101. See, e.g., Nebraska Nutrients, Inc. v. Shepherd, 261 Neb. 723, 778-82, 626

N.W.2d 472, 516-18 (2001) (concerning fee-shifting rules); Shilling v. Moore, 249 Neb.
704, 705, 545 N.W.2d 442, 444 (1996) (stating in dictum that standard for summary
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Historically, statutes of limitation have been the most frequent
source of discussion as to their status as substantive or procedural.
For conflicts purposes, the common law generally treated limitation
periods as procedural and Nebraska has followed this course. 10 2 To
reduce the obvious incentive for forum shopping created by treating
statutes of limitation as procedural, a good number of states have en-
acted "borrowing statutes," which "borrow" a shorter out-of-state limi-
tation period if the cause of action "accrued" in that other state.10 3

This brings us to Nebraska's borrowing statute, which Prof. J.
Patrick Green rightly described almost 30 years ago as an "embarrass-
ment to the bar."10 4 The Nebraska "borrowing" statute provides in its
entirety the following rule:

All actions and causes of action which are barred by laws of
any other state, territory or country shall be deemed barred
in this state; but no action shall be barred by laws of any
other state, territory or country unless the same would have
been barred by the provisions of this chapter had the defen-
dant been a resident of this state for the period herein
prescribed.' 0 5

The statute is almost impossible to comprehend unless one under-
stands its history, and even then it is not easily understood. One of
the many oddities of the statute is that it offers no connecting factor
for "borrowing" out-of-state limitations.' 0 6 Conceptually, however, it
seems to rest on the assumption that the limitation period that might
be borrowed is that of the defendant's residence, as opposed to a more
conventional statute that borrows the place in which the cause of ac-
tion "accrues" or "arises."1 0 7

judgment is a procedural matter); Johnson Int'l Co. v. Jackson Nat'l Life Ins. Co., 812 F.
Supp. 966, 982 (D. Neb. 1993) (concerning fee-shifting rules).

102. See, e.g., Whitten v. Whitten, 250 Neb. 210, 548 N.W.2d 338 (1996).
103. See, e.g., N.Y. C.P.L.R. 202 (McKinney 2005) (stating as to non-resident plain-

tiffs "[an action based upon a cause of action accruing without the state cannot be com-
menced after the expiration of the time limited by the laws of either the state or the
place without the state where the cause of action accrued . . . "); CAL. Civ. PROC. CODE

§ 361 (West 1982) (stating an out-of-state statute of limitations must be applied to non-
resident plaintiffs "[wihen a cause of action has arisen in another State... "); OHIO REV.
CODE ANN. § 2305.03(b) (West 2004 & Supp. 2005) (stating "No civil action that is based
upon a cause of action that accrued in any other state, territory, district, or foreign
jurisdiction may be commenced and maintained in this state if the period of limitation
that applies to that action under the laws of that other state, territory, district, or for-
eign jurisdiction has expired or the period of limitation that applies to that action under
the laws of this state has expired.").

104. J. Patrick Green, The Nebraska Borrowing Statute: A History and Translation,
9 CREIGHTON L. REV. 677, 692 (1976).

105. NEB. REV. STAT. § 25-215 (1995).
106. Green, 9 CREIGHTON L. REV. at 677-78.
107. See supra note 103 and accompanying text.
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If then we put to one side the possibility of a defendant changing
residence after the liability-creating events, essentially the statute
boils down to the following statement: "Nebraska will borrow the limi-
tation period of the defendant's residence unless that period is shorter
than the Nebraska period." But, when juxtaposed with the rule that
statutes of limitation are procedural it reduces to the following state-
ment: "Nebraska will borrow a shorter limitation period of the defen-
dant's residence unless it is shorter than the Nebraska period." In
other words, if we ignore the unusual case of a defendant changing
residence between the time of the liability-creating events and the fil-
ing of the action, the statute is of absolutely no consequence: the Ne-
braska limitation period applies.' 0 8

The Nebraska Supreme Court so held in the case of Calvert v.
Roberts Dairy Co.' 0 9 Calvert was a case in which almost any rational
borrowing statute would have borrowed the out-of-state period. The
plaintiff, an Iowan, was involved in an accident in Iowa with a truck
owned by the defendant, a Nebraska company. 1 10 Iowa has a two-
year tort limitation period; Nebraska's period is four years."' The
action was filed more than two but less than four years after the acci-
dent.'1 2 The Nebraska Supreme Court, rightly describing the result
as "bizarre," held nonetheless that the action could not be barred be-
cause "the period of [the Nebraska company's] residency [in Nebraska]
between the accrual and filing of the cause of action did not encompass
4 years."1 13

It is nearly impossible to imagine a circumstance in which the
borrowing statute would actually bar a claim. To borrow and modify
slightly Prof. Green's examples, even if the defendant company in Cal-
vert had been an Iowa company, the result would not have been differ-
ent because the last clause requires one to treat even foreign
defendants as if they "had . . . been a resident of [Nebraska] . . . ,,114

Apparently, the only circumstance in which the borrowing statute
would make any difference is if a Nebraska defendant, after the liabil-
ity-creating events, moved to a state with a shorter limitation period,
lived there long enough for the period to expire, and then moved back
to Nebraska. 1 15 In the context of Calvert, suppose that the defendant
was a Nebraska company at the time of the accident, then a year later

108. Green, 9 CREIGHTON L. REV. at 687-92.
109. 242 Neb. 664, 496 N.W.2d 491 (1993).
110. Calvert v. Roberts Dairy Co., 242 Neb. 664, 665, 496 N.W.2d 491, 492-93

(1993).
111. Calvert, 242 Neb. at 666, 496 N.W.2d at 493-94.
112. Id. at 667, 496 N.W.2d at 493-94.
113. Id. at 669-70, 496 N.W.2d at 495.
114. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 25-215 (1995).
115. See Green, 9 CREIGHTON L. REV. at 691.
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relocated to Iowa and stayed there for three years, and then relocated
back to Nebraska for another year before the plaintiff filed the action.
If the total elapsed time between accrual and filing was more than the
Nebraska period (as it would be in this hypothetical) then the claim
would be barred, even though the Nebraska tolling provisions1 16

would apparently suspend the period while the defendant was out of
state. In other words, the borrowing statute would not overcome the
limitation period prescribed, but might alter the provisions regarding
tolling for out-of-state defendants. Only in this unusual circumstance
would the borrowing statute make a difference.

The short of the matter is that a plaintiff filing in Nebraska al-
ways gets the benefit of the Nebraska limitation period1 17 and almost
always gets the benefit of Nebraska's tolling rules. Before it befuddles
another lawyer, Nebraska court, or out-of-state court, 1 18 this embar-

116. NEB. REV. STAT. § 25-214 (1995) (stating "[ilf, when a cause of action accrues
against a person, he is out of the state, or shall have absconded or concealed himself, the
period limited for the commencement of the action shall not begin to run until he comes
into the state, or while he is absconded or concealed; and if, after the cause of action
accrues, he departs from the state, or absconds or conceals himself, the time of his ab-
sence or concealment shall not be computed as any part of the period within which the
action must be brought"). Thus, in order for the borrowing statute to actually have any
effect, not only would the defendant have to change states, but also sever their contacts
with Nebraska so as to no longer be subject to service of process in Nebraska. See, e.g.,
Dalition v. Langemeier, 246 Neb. 993, 524 N.W.2d 336 (1994). This would be, to put it
mildly, an unlikely confluence of circumstances.

117. In Fed. Deposit Ins. Corp. v. Nordbrock, 102 F.3d 335 (8th Cir. 1996), the
Eighth Circuit predicted that the Nebraska courts would apply section 142 of the Sec-
ond Restatement, which was modified in 1988, to allow for "borrowing" of out-of-state
statutes of limitation in some circumstances. In that case, the Court of Appeals con-
cluded that Nebraska would apply section 142 of the Second Restatement to "borrow"
the Illinois limitation period because Illinois had the most significant relationship to the
matter. This result simply cannot be squared with Calvert, in which the claim undoubt-
edly had a more significant relationship with Iowa, but the Nebraska Supreme Court
refused to even entertain the notion of applying Iowa's limitation period because of the
inapplicability of Nebraska's borrowing statute. Of course, federal court decisions on
state conflicts principles (indeed on state law generally) are simply predictions of what
the state supreme court would do, and given this, Calvert must, of course, control over
Nordbrock. An alternative explanation for Nordbrock is offered in the concurrence,
which stated that given the federal statute involved, the court was really applying an
independent federal conflicts analysis. Nordbrock, 102 F.3d at 340 (Loken, J., concur-
ring). At least one federal court has concluded that Nordbrock's prediction of Nebraska
law is incorrect. See Hatchett v. K & B Transp., Inc., 263 F. Supp. 2d 1315, 1316-17
(W.D. Okla. 2003).

118. Consider the bewildered opinion of a federal court in Oklahoma, which was
forced to apply Nebraska limitations law because the case had been transferred to the
court from a Nebraska federal court under 28 U.S.C. § 1404. Hatchett, 263 F. Supp. 2d
at 1315-18. In that case, the court correctly decided that Nebraska's four-year statute
could save the claim even though the case had almost nothing to do with Nebraska and
everything to do with Oklahoma, where the claim would have been barred. Neverthe-
less, the court made the following observation: "The Court confesses a lack of comfort
with the result here. The occurrence giving rise to this case was in Oklahoma and all
the 'players' are in Oklahoma. Commencement of the case in Nebraska, followed by a
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rassment should be either repealed or amended to take the form of a
conventional and intelligible borrowing statute.

PROPERTY INTERESTS

Real Property Rule: Rights and interests in real property
are governed by the law of the situs of the real property.

This is a rule that survived the conflicts revolution. It has come
under academic fire occasionally, 119 but remained pretty well intact in
the Second Restatement. 120 Nebraska courts have followed it un-
flinchingly,12 1 even refusing to allow choice-of-law clauses to disturb
it.12

2

Perfection of Security Interests Rule: Questions of perfec-
tion, non-perfection, and the priority of security interests in
personal property and intangibles are governed by Sections 9-
301 through 9-307 of the Uniform Commercial Code. 123 Usu-
ally, in order to perfect a security interest, the financing state-
ment must be filed in the State of the debtor's residence (in the
case of individual debtors) or in State of the debtor's chief ex-
ecutive office (in the case of business and other non-individuaR
debtors).

This is an important area of the law governed by Article 9 of the
Uniform Commercial Code. "Perfection" of a security interest refers to
its enforceability against third parties. 124 A creditor with a security
interest that is not perfected runs the risk that the debtor will sell the
collateral to an innocent third party, leaving the creditor to attempt to
collect his debt personally from the (probably impecunious) debtor. 12 5

If, however, the security interest is perfected, then the creditor may
proceed against the collateral.

section 1404(a) transfer to an Oklahoma federal court, is obviously a case of forum shop-
ping to find a more favorable limitations period than would apply had the case been
filed here in the first instance." Id. at 1317.

119. See, e.g., Russell J. Weintraub, An Inquiry into the Utility of "Situs" as a Con-
cept in Conflicts Analysis, 52 CORNELL. L.Q. 1 (1966).

120. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 233 (1971).
121. See, e.g., Powell v. Am. Charter Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 245 Neb. 551, 514

N.W.2d 326 (1994); Quinn v. Quinn, 13 Neb. Ct. App. 155, 689 N.W.2d 605 (2004);
Whipple v. Fowler, 41 Neb. 675, 60 N.W. 15 (1894).

122. See Vanice v. Oehm, 247 Neb. 298, 301, 526 N.W.2d 648, 651-52 (1995).
123. NEB. REV. STAT. U.C.C. §§ 9-301 - 9-307 (2001). This new version of U.C.C.

article 9 went into effect July 1, 2001, so some transactions may still be governed by the
older version of the statute. See Revisor's Note to NEB. REV. STAT. U.C.C. § 9-101
(2001).

124. See Peter L. Mancini, Note, Bankruptcy and the UCC as Applied to Securitiza-
tion: Characterizing a Mortgage Loan Transfer as a Sale or a Secured Loan, 73 B.U. L.
REV. 873, 884 (1993).

125. Mancini, 73 B.U. L. REV. at 885.
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Of course, as a matter of elementary justice, it is fair to proceed
against the collateral even if it has passed to a new owner who paid
good money for it, only if that new owner had some reasonable oppor-
tunity to learn of the security interest. Thus, the Uniform Commer-
cial Code requires public recording of financing statements and, in the
event of multistate transactions, Sections 9-301 through 9-307 tell the
creditor where to file and the prospective purchaser where to look.

Much has been written on these provisions of the Uniform Com-
mercial Code. 12 6 The general philosophy of them, however, is to re-
quire filing in the "debtor's location."1 27 Usually this is the debtor's
residence or principal place of business, though there are a variety of
special rules for international transactions. 128 In the event that the
debtor relocates, generally, the creditor has four months to refile in
the debtor's new location lest the security interest become
unperfected. 1

29

TRUSTS AND WILLS

Succession Rule: Testate or intestate succession of inter-
ests in real property is governed by the law of the situs of real
property. Testate or intestate succession of interests in per-
sonal property or intangibles is governed by the law of the de-
cedent's last domicile.

As to realty, we have seen the situs rule is inviolate in Nebraska.
The leading case in the context of succession is In re Estate of Han-
nan.130 That case involved a Virginia-domiciled testator who left a
will that included a devise to her "issue." Part of the estate included
Nebraska realty. Virginia law does not include adopted children as
falling within the meaning of the term issue, while Nebraska law
does. 13 1 While acknowledging the right of the Virginia courts to con-
strue the term according to their law with regard to the personalty,
the Nebraska Supreme Court held that the Nebraska construction of
the term applied as to the realty located in Nebraska. 13 2

The "decedent's last domicile" rule as to personalty is also well-
established in Nebraska. 13 3 Though the issue has not arisen in Ne-

126. See, e.g., EUGENE SCOLES, PETER HAY, PATRICK BORCHERS, & SYMEON SYMEO-
NIDES, CONFLICT OF LAWS 1082-99 (4th ed. 2004).

127. Id. at 1087.
128. Id. at 1087-88.
129. Id. at 1089.
130. 246 Neb. 828, 523 N.W.2d 672 (1994).
131. In re Estate of Hannan, 246 Neb. 828, 830-31, 523 N.W.2d 672, 673-74 (1994).
132. Hannan, 246 Neb. at 831-33, 523 N.W.2d at 674-75.
133. See, e.g., Powell v. Am. Charter Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 245 Neb. 551, 556-57,

514 N.W.2d 326, 331 (1994); In re Schram's Estate, 132 Neb. 268, 271 N.W. 694 (1937).
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braska, this rule could lead to inconsistent determinations as to, for
example, testamentary capacity with the testator being found compe-
tent under the law of one state but incompetent under another. 13 4

This, however, ought to be the rare case and, in any event, is simply
one of the prices of a federal system in which states can reach different
policy judgments on such matters. These rules on succession also
cover testamentary trusts. 135

Inter vivos Trust Rule: The validity of an inter vivos trust
in real property is determined by the law of the State in which
the real property is situated. The validity of an inter vivos
trust in personal property and intangibles is determined by
the law of the State designated in the trust, if any, as long as
there is a reasonable basis for the choice and the choice does
not offend any strong public policy of Nebraska. If the trust
instrument for an inter vivos trust of personal property or in-
tangibles does not designate an applicable law, the trust's va-
lidity will generally be determined by the law of the State in
which the settlor has his domicile at the time the trust is
executed.

As to realty, this is a specific application of the Real Property Rule
and well established in Nebraska. 136 The rules as to inter vivos trusts
are essentially the Second Restatement rules written in a Nebraska-
specific way.13 7 The choice of the settlor's domicile as the default rule
for issues of validity for inter vivos trusts over personalty is not ex-
press in the Second Restatement, which employs only the general
"most significant relationship" test here.138 But the settlor's domicile
is in most instances the place that would be most significantly
connected.

FAMILY LAW

Marriage Rule: Marriages that are valid in the place of cel-
ebration are valid in Nebraska even if the marriage could not
have been contracted under Nebraska law.

134. See, e.g., Oehler v. Olson, 2005 Conn. Super. LEXIS 574, at *1 (Conn. Super.
Ct. Feb. 28, 2005), in which the testator was incompetent under New Jersey law be-
cause she was found in need of a guardianship before she executed the will, however,
she would potentially be determined competent under Connecticut law, which had no
such per se rule regarding capacity.

135. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS §§ 269, 278 (1971).

136. See, e.g., First Nat'l Bank in Mitchell v. Daggett, 242 Neb. 734, 497 N.W.2d 358
(1993).

137. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS §§ 270, 278 (1971).

138. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAws § 270(b) (1971).
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Marriage Exception: Same-sex marriages are of no effect
in Nebraska even if lawful in the place of celebration. In rare
other circumstances, an out-of-state marriage that was valid
where celebrated may be denied effect in Nebraska if it vio-
lates the public policy of Nebraska.

The lex loci celebrationis rule is one of long standing in Nebraska
and generally validates out-of-state marriages.139 That rule has sur-
vived the conflicts revolution pretty much intact, though it is gener-
ally thought to be subject to a public policy exception, which is rarely
applied. 140 Nebraska, however, like most other states has a specific
provision on refusing recognition of same-sex marriages, 14 1 which are
now allowed in Massachusetts 14 2 and some foreign countries - includ-
ing Canada 14 3 - and same-sex "civil unions" are now allowed in Ver-
mont.14 4 A federal statute called the Defense of Marriage Act
("DOMA") expressly gives to the states the right to deny effect to
same-sex unions. 145

A great deal of ink has been spilled (some of it by me) about the
constitutionality of DOMA and in general the denial of effect to same-
sex unions. 146 I will not venture any further down the road, except to
say that to find DOMA unconstitutional or, more generally, to con-
clude that there is a constitutional right to a same-sex marriage would
require a sea change in constitutional law. Unless and until that sea
change comes, the Marriage Rule and Exception are an accurate state-
ment of Nebraska conflicts law.

Divorce Rule: Nebraska law applies to govern an action in
a Nebraska court for the dissolution of a marriage. Jurisdic-
tion in a divorce action requires that Nebraska be the genuine
domicile of at least one of the parties.

The application of forum law is the traditional rule and followed
in Nebraska. 14 7 However, divorce jurisdiction depends on a party
genuinely having a domicile in the forum in the sense of an actual

139. See, e.g., Riddle v. Peters Trust Co., 147 Neb. 578, 24 N.W.2d 434 (1946).
140. Cf Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R. Co. v. Gardiner, 51 Neb. 70, 70 N.W.

508 (1897) (providing a general statement of public policy reservation in conflict of
laws).

141. NEB. CONST. art. I, § 29 (stating "[o]nly marriage between a man and a woman
shall be valid or recognized in Nebraska. The uniting of two persons of the same sex in a
civil union, domestic partnership, or other similar same-sex relationship shall not be
valid or recognized in Nebraska").

142. Goodridge v. Dep't of Health, 798 N.E.2d 941, 948 (Mass. 2003).
143. Halpern v. Toronto, [20021 215 D.L.R. (4th) 223, affd, 225 D.L.R. (4th) 529.
144. See VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 15, § 1201 (2002).
145. 28 U.S.C. § 1738C (2000).
146. See Patrick J. Borchers, The Essential Irrelevance of the Full Faith and Credit

Clause to the Same-Sex Marriage Debate, 38 CREIGHTON L. REV. 353 (2005).
147. Burns v. Burns, 145 Neb. 213, 15 N.W.2d 753 (1944).
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residence plus the intent to remain indefinitely. 148 Merely establish-
ing a residence for a minimum period of time without any actual in-
tent to remain leaves a divorce decree open to later collateral attack
with some potentially unhappy consequences. 149

Marital Property Rule: Spousal rights in real property are
determined by the law of the State of the situs of the real prop-
erty. Spousal rights in personal property and intangibles are
determined by the law of the State of the marital domicile at
the time of acquisition of the property.

The situs reference for land is, of course, consistent with the Real
Property Rule and is specifically endorsed by the Second Restate-
ment.150 As to personal property and intangibles, the Marital Prop-
erty Rule is consistent with section 258 of the Second Restatement. 15 1

The limited Nebraska case law is consistent with this Rule. In Quinn
v. Quinn,152 the Nebraska Court of Appeals faced a case in which a
couple had lived in a house in the state of Washington before selling it
and moving to Nebraska, where they used the proceeds to buy a
house. The Court of Appeals held that Washington law determined
the character of the Washington realty and since it had been pur-
chased with the husband's separate funds and not substantially im-
proved by the wife's efforts, its proceeds retained their separate
character. 153

Family Support Rule: The obligation and the measure, if
any, of the family support is generally determined by the law
of the State that is the domicile of the person receiving
support.

To some extent, complicated statutory structures, such as the
Uniform Interstate Family Support Act, make it difficult to lay down
firm rules. But as a general rule the State of the receiver of support is
usually best positioned to make a policy judgment as to the support-
receiver's needs.

In Groseth v. Groseth,154 the Nebraska Supreme Court faced a
case in which the parties had originally lived in Massachusetts and
then were divorced there with the husband moving to Texas and the

148. Williams v. North Carolina, 325 U.S. 226 (1945).
149. Williams, 325 U.S. at 226-78 (reasoning a purported Nevada divorce decree

was not entitled to full faith and credit; thus, the parties were in a bigamous marriage).
150. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 233 (1971) (cited in Quinn v.

Quinn, 13 Neb. Ct. App. 155, 164, 689 N.W.2d 605, 615 (2004).
151. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 258 (1971) (stating "greater

weight will usually be given to the state where the spouses were domiciled at the time
the movable was acquired... ").

152. 13 Neb. Ct. App. 155, 689 N.W.2d 605 (2004).
153. Quinn v. Quinn, 13 Neb. Ct. App. 155, 164-66, 689 N.W.2d 605, 614-15 (2004).
154. 257 Neb. 525, 600 N.W.2d 159 (1999).
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wife and children to Nebraska. The wife petitioned the Massachusetts
court for an increase in support and the husband moved to dismiss on
venue grounds. The Massachusetts court granted the venue motion
and then the husband filed an action in the Nebraska courts. The Ne-
braska Supreme Court, sensibly construing the statute, held that Ne-
braska, rather than Massachusetts, substantive law should apply. 155

As a practical matter, the Massachusetts guidelines and other ele-
ments of that state's substantive law should have little say given that
the original forum no longer has any meaningful connection. Ne-
braska, having acquired jurisdiction as the home state of the parties,
was best situated to make the policy judgment as to the necessary
level of support.156

Similarly, in Palagi v. Palagi,15 7 the father was subject to a Ne-
braska court order to support his daughter until she reached the age
of majority. She left for Kansas to attend college there and, while at
school, turned 18. In Kansas, the age of majority is 18, while in Ne-
braska it is 19.158 Holding that the daughter had not acquired a new
domicile merely by attending school there, the Nebraska Court of Ap-
peals applied Nebraska's law as to the age of majority and held the
father obligated through his daughter's 19th birthday. 159

Child Custody Rule: A Nebraska court applies Nebraska
law to custody disputes if the Nebraska court has jurisdiction
under the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and Enforce-
ment Act ("UCCJEA").

This is a statutory rule embodied in Nebraska's version of the
UCCJEA.1 60 The UCCJEA, its predecessor the Uniform Child Cus-
tody and Jurisdiction Act ("UCCJA"), their federal counterpart the Pa-
rental Kidnapping Prevention Act, 16 1 and their international
counterpart the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of Interna-
tional Child Abduction, 162 were all designed to counter one of the

155. Groseth v. Groseth, 257 Neb. 525, 534-35, 600 N.W.2d 159, 167 (1999).
156. This was also the result in Formanack v. Formanack, 234 Neb. 325, 451

N.W.2d 250 (1990). In Formanack, the children had relocated to Nebraska. That case
was decided under UIFSA's predecessor, but the decision also rested, in part, on the
parents' (support giving and receiving) domiciles in Nebraska.

157. 10 Neb. Ct. App. 231, 627 N.W.2d 765 (2001).
158. Palagi v. Palagi, 10 Neb. Ct. App. 231, 235, 627 N.W.2d 765, 769 (2001).
159. Similarly, in Quintela v. Quintela, 4 Neb. Ct. App. 396, 400, 544 N.W.2d 111,

115 (1996), the Nebraska Court of Appeals applied Nebraska law to determine a hus-
band had an obligation to pay support for a child born of his marriage but not biologi-
cally his. Although the child had at some point lived with his mother in Virginia, the
court determined that the subsequent relocation of the parties to Nebraska gave Ne-
braska the "most significant relationship" with the matter.

160. NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 43-1226-1266 (2004).
161. 28 U.S.C. § 1738A (2000).
162. Convention on Oct. 25, 1980, T.I.A.S. No. 11,670, 1988 WL 411501, at *1.
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worst spectacles in the law, which was judicially-assisted parental
child snatching to gain an advantage in custody matters.1 6 3 Because
the common law treated custody matters as one of status that could be
adjudicated essentially on an in rem basis (with the child serving as
the jurisdictional "res") parents could snatch children from the lawful
custody of another and take them before a court in another state that
might be more sympathetic to the "snatching" parent's legal position.

The basic philosophy of the UCCJEA is to create "initial" jurisdic-
tion in the state that either is the child's "home state" or was the
child's home state within six months prior to the commencement of
the action and continues to be the home state of a parent. 164 "Home
state" is defined as at least six months' residence with a parent or
person acting as a parent.1 6 5 Once a court has jurisdiction, the
UCCJEA then gives it "exclusive, continuing jurisdiction" until cer-
tain events (such as changes in residence) occur that might divest it of
jurisdiction. 16 6 In that way, the UCCJEA limits the problem of com-
peting jurisdictions by expressly making the jurisdiction both "exclu-
sive" of other states and "continuing" until that court rules that it does
not have jurisdiction, and by restricting the ability of courts to modify
each others' custody determinations. 16 7

Although choice of law is not addressed expressly, the universal
assumption appears to be that the application of the law follows juris-
diction.168 This has been the premise of Nebraska decisions applying
the UCCJEA. 169

CONCLUSION

Admittedly these rules are incomplete. There are many conceiva-
ble legal disputes that could present issues not covered by these rules.
But these rules cover the bulk of those issues that have generated re-
ported decisions. For matters not covered by these rules, the docu-

163. See Brigitte M. Bodenheimer, The Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act: A
Legislative Remedy for Children Caught in the Conflict of Laws, 22 VAND. L. REV. 1207
(1969).

164. NEB. REV. STAT. § 43-1238 (2004).
165. NEB. REV. STAT. § 43-1227(7) (2004).

166. NEB. REV. STAT. § 43-1239 (2004).
167. NEB. REV. STAT. § 43-1240 (2004).
168. See Sandra Ruffin, Postmodernism, Spirit Healing, and the Proposed Amend-

ments to the Indian Child Welfare Act, 30 McGEORGE L. REV. 1221, 1264 (1999) (reason-
ing "jurisdiction equals choice of law in the context of domestic relations law (this
approach is reinforced in the structure of the UCCJA and the PKPA)").

169. See, e.g., State ex rel. Pathammavong v. Pathammavong, 268 Neb. 1, 6-7, 679
N.W.2d 749, 755 (2004) (applying Nebraska standards for change of custody in contest
between a Nebraskan mother and a Texan father).
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ment of first resort should be the Second Restatement of Conflicts, to
which Nebraska generally adheres.

To some extent, these rules might be open to criticism on the
grounds that they oversimplify some aspects of the applicable conflicts
principles. But in a discipline that has been laden with fine-spun and
often unworkable theoretical constructions, perhaps it is time to err
on the side of simplicity. In the long run, conflicts law needs to be
judged by the same sets of values that apply to other areas of the
law. 170 Predictability, ease of application, and substantive justice
concerns are relevant both in wholly domestic cases and in cases with
multistate elements. The rules that I have synthesized have been an
effort to take these factors into account and present a conceptual
framework to guide Nebraska lawyers and judges who will face these
matters in the future.

170. See Patrick J. Borchers, Conflicts Pragmatism, 56 ALB. L. REV. 883 (1993).
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